
Statements made about this product have not been evaluated by any 

governmental agencies. These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, 

mitigate, cure or prevent any disease. Any testimonials given refl ect the actual 

experience of each individual, are anecdotal only, and may be atypical.

For more information contact:

Even while living a healthy, active lifestyle, the eff ects of undue stress can compromise your sense of well-being.  

The GIA Smart Strip Set is a collection of energetically entrained, fl exible circles, strips, and patches. They come 

in three convenient sizes, with a supply of double-sided adhesive Smart Stix for easy placement and removal.  

Whether your body craves less stress, more energy, better balance, or a greater state of comfort, the GIA Smart 

Strips are the perfect solution for people that care about the state of their energetic wellness.*

SMART STIX™ ADHESIVE  PATCHES 

By energetically entraining its ground-

breaking “Inspired Energy” products 

with the proprietary Energy Resonance 

Technology (ERT), GIA Wellness has revolutionized the way 

biofi eld-reinforcing frequencies are utilized by the body’s 

energy fi eld.  Through ERT, the body’s natural biofi eld 

strength is optimized to a level where you can truly thrive 

energetically, even in the most stressful environments.*

Smart Stix  Refi ll (30 pack)

Smart Stix  Refi ll (60 pack)

Smart Stix  Refi ll (90 pack)

(#892)

(#893)

(#894)

“I was surprised at how comfortable the GIA Smart Strips were to wear 

AND more importantly, with their results. My neck was bothering me for 

weeks, and within ONE hour of wearing the strip, I felt great relief.” *

L.C., Honolulu, HI

ERT-Charged Patch 5.5 x 7.5” (Use for targeting large 

areas of the body, for example your back)

ERT-Charged Strip 1.9 x 6.8” (Use for neck, arms, 
legs and more)

ERT-Charged Circles 1.6” (Use for pinpointing 
specifi c areas of the body)

Smart Stix (Double-sided adhesive stickers for temporar-

ily adhering Smart Strips to your body)

SMART  STRIP  SET INCLUDES
(1) 

(1)

(3)

(15)

Find yourself in need of more Smart Stix?  We have you covered. 

Smart Stix are available in the following quantities:



“Last week my daughter turned her ankle pretty severely. We weren’t 

anywhere near a place to grab ice or an ice pack for her, but I had my new 

Smart Strips in the car. I immediately took off  her tennis shoe and sock and 

gently wrapped placed the long narrow Smart Strip across her ankle. We left 

it there for several hours. I am happy to report that by that evening she was 

walking with full weight and she said she could defi nitely tell that the Smart 

Strip helped tremendously”  *

T.B., Rancho Bernardo, CA

“I carry A LOT of tension through my shoulders. 

For years, I have had an almost constant pressure 

and tightness across the top of my back. It was 

astounding to me that within an hour of putting 

the Smart Strips ( I used two) across my shoulders, 

I felt better. Now, I continue to wear them and have 

noticed just a huge diff erence.”  *

G.K., Laguna Beach, CA

Statements made about this product have not been evaluated by any 

governmental agencies. These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, 

mitigate, cure or prevent any disease. Any testimonials given refl ect the actual 

experience of each individual, are anecdotal only, and may be atypical.

The GIA ERT-charged Smart Strips are made with a body-friendly neoprene-type material that is fl exible, durable, 

and reusable. By energetically entraining the GIA Smart Strips with GIA’s proprietary Energy Resonance Technology 

(ERT), GIA Wellness has revolutionized the way biofi eld-reinforcing frequencies are utilized by the body’s energy 

fi eld. Through ERT, the body’s natural biofi eld strength is optimized to a level where you can truly thrive.

How to Use/Apply Your Smart Strips:

1  Choose the appropriate size Smart Strip for the area of your

 body that you would like to target.

2  Peel one Smart Stix** (or more depending on the size of

Smart Strip being used) from the paper backing to expose the

adhesive.

3  Place the adhesive side of the Smart Stix on the non-logo’d

side of your Smart Strip.

4  Peel the white paper from the exposed side of the Smart Stix

to expose the adhesive.

5  Apply the Smart Strip with the adhesive side to the area that 

you would like to target.

6  When not in use, remove the Smart Stix from the Smart Strips 

and store in the original packaging.

** A medical-grade adhesive or wrap may be used in place of the Smart Stix. 

For example, a skin-friendly adhesive tape, an ACE™ bandage, wrap, gauze, 

band aids, etc. (not included in Smart Strip Set).

Care Instructions:

Provided you use and handle your Smart Strips as 

directed,  you should not have to clean them. If you 

desire to clean them anyway, please carefully mist GIA 

i-H2O and gently wipe off  any residue with a soft cloth or a paper 

towel.  Avoid showering, bathing and perspiring while wearing 

your GIA Smart Strips, as exposure to moisture may shorten the 

lifespan of your Smart Strips.

*


